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1. NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY 

1.1 An archaeological monitoring and recording exercise was undertaken July-August 2009 by Pre-

Construct Archaeology Limited along the route of the South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel for the New 

Tyne Crossing between the Jarrow riverfront and Tyne Street, Jarrow, South Tyneside, Tyne 

and Wear. 

1.2 The work was part of an overall programme of archaeological investigation undertaken as a 

planning condition in association with construction of the New Tyne Crossing. A Specification 

for the overall programme of work was compiled by the Tyne and Wear Archaeology Officer. 

An archaeological evaluation had been undertaken in 2007 ahead of construction. 

1.3 The South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel of the New Tyne Crossing is approximately 840m long and 

links the riverside South Transition Shaft structure on the Jarrow riverfront to the southern 

tunnel portal near Howard Street, Jarrow. The northernmost 100m of this tunnel runs between 

the Jarrow riverfront, at National Grid Reference NZ 3306 6580, through the Jarrow Riverside 

Park to Tyne Street, at NZ 3305 6570. 

1.4 The potential for archaeological remains along the northernmost section of the South Cut-and-

Cover Tunnel is generally low, since the land occupied by the riverside park has been 

landscaped in the late post-medieval period and the modern era. The nearest of the 2007 

evaluation trenches, sited in the riverside park close to the site of the South Transition Shaft, 

was excavated to a depth of 3.0m below the existing ground surface without natural geological 

material being reached. Sand and gravel ballast, of likely post-medieval origin, comprised the 

lowermost approximately 2.0m of material, overlain by modern overburden, this likely imported 

during relatively recent landscaping. However, due to the restricted nature of the evaluation 

work, some uncertainty remained over the potential for archaeological remains in this area. 

1.5 The watching brief on the South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel allowed remote recording of geological 

and archaeological deposits, although none of the exposures contained archaeological remains 

of significance. The earliest deposit recorded was natural Boulder Clay. This was overlain by 

distinctive dark silt from the former river channel. In turn, this was buried below several metres 

of sand and gravel ballast, probably dumped during 18th or 19th century reclamation of the 

foreshore. Substantial ‘made ground’ of the modern era was the uppermost material recorded, 

this derived from the creation of the riverside park in the 1980s. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1 General Background 

2.1.1 This report details the results of an archaeological monitoring and recording exercise (hereafter 

‘watching brief’) undertaken July-August 2009 by Pre-Construct Archaeology Limited (PCA) 

along the northernmost 100m of the route of the South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel for the New Tyne 

Crossing through Jarrow Riverside Park, South Tyneside, Tyne and Wear. 

2.1.2 The New Tyne Crossing is being constructed by Bouygues Travaux Publics (UK Branch) 

(Bouygues TP) between Jarrow, South Tyneside and East Howdon, North Tyneside (Figure 1). 

The route runs up to 100m to the east of the line of the existing vehicular tunnel. The new 

structure involves construction of an immersed tube tunnel within the river, this connecting at 

dedicated transition shafts built on each riverfront to sections of ‘cut-and-cover’ tunnel 

extending inland (Figure 2). 

2.1.3 The watching brief was undertaken as a condition of planning permission for the New Tyne 

Crossing which required that a programme of archaeological observation be undertaken during 

construction groundworks to record items or finds of archaeological or historic interest. A 

Specification for the overall programme of archaeological watching brief was compiled by the 

Tyne and Wear Archaeology Officer.1 One element of this programme was an archaeological 

watching brief during groundworks for a 100m long section of the South Cut-and–Cover 

Tunnel, between the South Transition Shaft on the Jarrow riverfront and the line of Tyne Street, 

Jarrow, this area being occupied by the Jarrow Riverside Park. 

2.1.4 At the time of the work, the potential for archaeological remains below the riverside park was 

rather uncertain. To the south-east lies the site of the Anglo-Saxon monastery at Jarrow. By the 

mid 19th century this area was part of a rapidly developing industrial quayside on the south 

bank of the Tyne and mapping indicates that the line of the modern riverfront remains largely 

unchanged from that time. However, it is likely that ground levels in this area have been raised 

significantly by landscaping since the 19th century. 

2.1.5 An archaeological evaluation, undertaken in 2007,2 to investigate the archaeological potential 

of the route of the New Tyne Crossing included an evaluation trench sited in the riverside park. 

However, this failed to reach natural geological material, with the lowermost material exposed 

comprising at least 2.0m of dumped sand and gravel ballast, of likely 19th century origin. This 

extended to a depth of 3.0m below the existing ground surface, with the uppermost deposits in 

the trench comprising c. 1.0m of modern overburden, including structural remains. Due to the 

restricted nature of the work, some uncertainty remained over the potential for archaeological 

remains in this area. 

                                                 
1 Newcastle City Council 2008. The Specification forms Appendix A to this report. 
2 Archaeological Services Durham University 2007. 







 

Figure 3. View of the South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel, at  
               CH 1420 (close to Tyne Street), July 2009,  
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Figure 4. Machine excavation of uppermost deposits in the South Cut-and-Cover  
                Tunnel at CH 1420, July 2009, looking north. 
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2.1.6 The completed Site Archive for the overall programme of archaeological watching brief 

undertaken by PCA along the route of the New Tyne Crossing, comprising written, drawn, and 

photographic records, will be deposited at Tyne and Wear Museum Archive, Arbeia, South 

Shields. The site code for the work undertaken along the route of the South Cut-and-Cover 

Tunnel between the South Transition Shaft and Tyne Street, Jarrow, is STJ (SCC) 09. The 

Online Access to the Index of Archaeological Investigations (OASIS) reference number for the 

overall programme of archaeological watching brief is: preconst1-64156. 

2.2 Site Location and Description 

2.2.1 The South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel for the New Tyne Crossing extends inland from the South 

Transition Shaft on the Jarrow riverfront, at central National Grid Reference NZ 3306 6580 

(Figure 2). It has an overall length of c. 840m, emerging at the southern portal of the tunnel 

close to the line of Howard Street, Jarrow. The northernmost 100m of the South Cut-and-Cover 

Tunnel - the area of interest herein described – extends through the Jarrow Riverside Park to 

the line of Tyne Street, Jarrow, at NZ 3305 6570, where a section of the tunnel was bored, 

using a technique called ‘Sprayed Concrete Lining’ so that vehicles could continue to safely 

use the road while construction activity was undertaken below. 

2.2.2 Jarrow Riverside Park was created in the 1980s by landscaping this portion of the industrial 

quayside. Immediately prior to the construction of the New Tyne Crossing, it comprised 

grassed areas, planted borders and small belts of trees with a network of tarmac and brick sett 

pathways and one area of tarmac car parking. Varying ground levels reflected the terraced 

nature of the site, as described below. A statue of local shipbuilder Sir Charles Mark Palmer 

was removed from the park, where it had stood for nearly 30 years, as part of the preparations 

for the New Tyne Crossing; having been restored, it was relocated opposite Jarrow Town Hall.  

2.2.3 By the time of the archaeological watching brief, Jarrow Riverside Park was a major 

construction site as the New Tyne Crossing development progressed. The northernmost part of 

the South Cut-and Cover Tunnel, viewed from the south side of the Jarrow Riverside Park, 

close to Tyne Street, during the watching brief in late July 2009, is shown in Figure 3. 

2.3 Geology and Topography 

2.3.1 The solid geology of the route of the New Tyne Crossing is dominated by rock of the Upper 

Carboniferous (Silesian), specifically the Westphalian or Coal Measures. The Coal Measures, 

as the name suggests, is the geological unit that was extensively mined for coal throughout 

Tyneside, in the post-medieval and early modern eras. The Measures typically comprise a 

cyclothemic sequence of mudstone, sandstone, siltstone, seat earth and coal.  

2.3.2 The drift geology of the tunnel route consists of interbedded sands and clays of glacio-fluvial 

origin overlain by sometimes significant thicknesses of alluvial material, predominantly sand 

and gravel. 
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2.3.3 Prior to the scheme, the riverfront in Jarrow Riverside Park stood at c. 4.20m aOD, overlooking 

the foreshore of the Tyne below. Southwards across the park, the ground was terraced to take 

into account the rising valley side of the Tyne, with ground level at the junction of Tyne Street, 

Curlew Road and Commercial Road to the south having risen to c. 11.90m aOD. 

2.4 Planning Background 

2.4.1 The archaeological watching brief herein described was commissioned by Bouygues TP in 

advance of construction of the New Tyne Crossing, between Jarrow in South Tyneside and 

East Howdon in North Tyneside. 

2.4.2 Planning permission for the scheme was granted in 2005 and Condition 11, ’Protection of items 

of archaeological interest’, stipulated that ‘an archaeologist nominated by the relevant local 

planning authority shall be granted access at all reasonable times to observe construction 

works in progress and record items or finds of archaeological or historic interest’. The 

justification for the condition was ‘to ensure adequate recording, protection and potential 

preservation of archaeological remains’.  

2.4.3 Planning Policy Guidance Note 16: ‘Archaeology and Planning’ (PPG16)3 currently provides 

advice at a national level concerning the safeguarding of archaeological remains within the 

planning process. At the time of writing PPG16 is under review as part of a consultation paper 

on a new planning policy statement on the historic environment. In addition, the Unitary 

Development Plan (19994) of South Tyneside Borough Council contains Policy ENV8 

‘Archaeology’, within which Policy ENV8/2 ‘Archaeology: Other Important Remains’ states: ‘The 

Local Planning Authority will only grant planning permission for development affecting other 

important archaeological remains where, in its opinion: a) sufficient knowledge of the character 

and extent of the site’s archaeological interest has been obtained (through a field evaluation 

survey if necessary); and b) appropriate protective and mitigatory strategies to protect this 

interest, within the scheme of development, can be agreed.’ Two categories of ‘Other Important 

[Archaeological] Remains’ are defined, the second, and most relevant to the work described 

herein, being: ‘Areas of potential archaeological importance (including areas which have 

constantly yielded dense scatters of artefacts, prehistoric flints, early urban and village cores 

and areas of early industrial development)’. 

2.4.4 In 2002 the Tyne and Wear Passenger Transport Authority commissioned an environmental 

statement for the New Tyne Crossing, which included a study of the impact of the scheme on 

archaeology and cultural heritage.5 In 2007 the same body commissioned the aforementioned 

archaeological evaluation, which demonstrated that industrial activity had affected the whole of 

the tunnel route and where archaeological remains were found they were of low significance.  

                                                 
3 Department of the Environment 1990. 
4 The main policies and proposals contained in the South Tyneside UDP will remain guiding principles pending their 
formal review and replacement. The Borough Council is gradually replacing policies within the UDP over the next 3-4 
years with a new development plan called a Local Development Framework (LDF). 
5 Ove Arup and Partners 2002. 
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2.4.5 An evaluation trench sited in Jarrow Riverside Park, immediately to the west of the line of the 

South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel, exposed at least 2.0m of sand and gravel - interpreted as 

dumped post-medieval ballast - continuing below the limit of excavation, which was 3.0m below 

existing ground level (c. 11.05m aOD). The uppermost c. 1.0m of material in the trench was 

mostly modern overburden, although a brick and sandstone culvert cut into the ballast was of 

likely 19th century date. The area had clearly been landscaped in the modern era, probably 

when the riverside park was created. 

2.4.5 For the construction phase of the scheme, the aforementioned Specification for the programme 

of archaeological watching brief was produced by the Tyne and Wear Archaeology Officer, part 

of the Tyne and Wear Specialist Conservation Team, attached to the Historic Environment 

Section of Newcastle City Council. 

2.4.6 Design of the programme of archaeological work required careful consideration of the 

construction methodology for the New Tyne Crossing. The immersed tube tunnel for road traffic 

would connect to sections of the tunnel extending inland using ‘cut-and-cover’ technology. 

Connection between the immersed tunnel and the cut-and-cover sections was at dedicated 

transition structures built on each riverfront. Cut-and-cover involves diaphragm walls being 

constructed underground, in order to create a supported space within which the tunnel 

excavation can be made. The diaphragm walls comprise two parallel, continuous, concrete 

underground walls. Once cast, the area between the walls is excavated in a phased manner, 

with temporary props placed between the walls for support. The tunnel is thus constructed in 

situ, using base and roof slabs to provide lateral support, with the temporary support props 

being removed as each base slab is inserted. Once the tunnel is constructed, the space above 

the roof slabs is backfilled to create the necessary ground level above. 

2.4.7 The Specification for the archaeological watching brief suggested five specific areas along the 

new tunnel route should be targeted for observation. The area of relevance to the work herein 

described is a 100m long section, moving inland from the South Transition Shaft, of the cut-

and-cover excavation on the Jarrow side of the river. In acknowledging the uniqueness of the 

project, the Specification highlighted the uncertainty surrounding the appropriateness of the 

suggested methodology and the need for regular review to establish whether or not the 

methodology was working. 

2.5 Archaeological and Historical Background 

The summary below is mostly taken from the aforementioned environmental statement, which should be 

consulted for full details. The research and writing of those responsible is fully acknowledged. 

2.5.1 No prehistoric or Roman period activity is known along the entire route of the New Tyne 

Crossing. 

2.5.2 The earliest reference to settlement in the vicinity of the South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel, as it 

passes through Jarrow Riverside Park, relates to the Anglo-Saxon monastery (dedicated to St. 

Paul) established in the 7th century AD on the west side of Jarrow Slake, an extensive area of 

mud flats and salt marsh, extending eastwards towards South Shields.  
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2.5.3 The site of the monastic complex in Jarrow lies c. 1km to the south-east of the riverside park; it 

was located within an enclosure on the north bank of the River Don, a tributary of the Tyne. 

Domestic and farm buildings along with an extensive agricultural land-holding are believed to 

have been connected to the monastic site. However, the extent and location of an associated 

settlement area have never been determined with any degree of certainty. In addition, the 

extent of the monastic land-holdings in both the pre- and post-Conquest eras has never been 

accurately established. 

2.5.4 Two medieval villages, Jarrow and Preston/Simonside, are recorded in the Jarrow area but 

their exact locations are unknown. In 1594 the manor of Jarrow, which had passed into the 

hands of the Eure family in 1544 after the dissolution, comprised the ‘Cell of Jarrow’ made up 

of 20 messuages (dwellings with outbuildings and land assigned to their use), 300 acres of 

arable, 1,000 of pasture, 500 of meadow, 2,000 of moor and two saltpans. 

2.5.5 Beyond what can be established from the limited cartographic evidence, there is little detailed 

evidence for the nature and extent of settlement at Jarrow in the 17th and 18th centuries. Moll’s 

map of the River Tyne from c. 1650 locates Jarrow at the confluence of the River Don and the 

aforementioned Jarrow Slake. It depicts two ballast quays on the Tyne riverfront west of the 

Slake. No saltpans are identified at Jarrow although such features are recorded at South 

Shields. Fryer’s chart of the River Tyne at Jarrow from the 1770s is the earliest large-scale plan 

of the area. It shows extensive ballast hills behind a river quay that is divided in two parts. By 

reference to later plans, some of the buildings on the quay may have been coke ovens or 

saltpans. The origin of the ballast hills is worthy of further explanation. When wooden sailing 

ships were the only means of transporting goods by sea they were obliged to carry sand or 

gravel as ballast when travelling without a cargo, otherwise they would ride too high in the 

water. Ships arriving in the Tyne to pick up cargoes of coal would dump their ballast on a 

‘ballast shore’ at the side of the river and would pay port dues based upon the weight of ballast 

discharged. There is a record of Benjamin Ellison petitioning in 1653 for permission to open a 

ballast shore at Jarrow. Over the years many of the ballast shores grew into sizeable hills, as 

depicted on Fryer’s chart and later mapping, particularly the 1st edition of the Ordnance Survey 

map from the 1860s. 

2.5.6 By the early 19th century the industrialisation of this part of Tyneside is very much in evidence 

in documentary records. In 1803 the opening of Alfred Pit, Jarrow Colliery by the entrepreneur 

Simon Temple brought large scale coal mining to the area and a colliery village developed 

along the Newcastle to South Shields turnpike road, known then as Jarrow Row, to the west of 

the monastery. The riverfront area to the north developed rapidly with the area later occupied 

by Jarrow Riverside Park then forming the easternmost portion of West Quay. A shipbuilding 

yard was established at the western end of the quay by Temple and housing was built in the 

vicinity. To the east, the quayside developed north of Jarrow Ballast Hills, which extended as 

far to the east as the mouth of the River Don. 
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2.5.7 The extent of growth on the Jarrow riverfront in the first half of the 19th century is depicted on 

the various 1st editions of the Ordnance Survey map from c. 1860. The ballast hills are 

bisected by waggonways leading to staithes on the river, with Springwell Staith in close 

proximity to the site of the South Transition Shaft and Jarrow Staith further east. The main link 

road between the colliery and Jarrow Row was Dogbank Row, while the Brown Ware Pottery is 

depicted to the north-west of the colliery on the southern margin of West Quay, although it is 

thought to have ceased production by 1855. Despite the extent of industrialisation, the field 

boundaries of the post-medieval agricultural landscape remain very much in evidence on the 

1st edition of the Ordnance Survey, particularly on the land away from the riverfront. 

2.5.8 An important element of industrialisation was the development of the railway network. 

Passenger traffic from Jarrow to Newcastle initially used the colliery line between Pontop and 

Jarrow that had opened in 1826 from a station to the west of Jarrow Colliery. In 1872, a new 

branch line, the Shields, Jarrow and Pelaw Branch was built by the North Eastern Railway 

Company. This required a massive embankment across Jarrow Slake, which came into the 

ownership of the Tyne Commissioners in the 1870s. They let it out as a series of maturing 

ponds for timber, which was then an expanding trade on the Tyne.  

2.5.9 The development of Jarrow continued apace in the second half of the 19th century after 

Charles Palmer founded Palmer Brothers and Company in 1852 and opened his vast shipyard 

and ironworks to the west of West Quay. The town had a population of c. 3,350 in 1821 and 

this had grown to 33,000 in 1891. Initially houses were constructed to supplement the colliery 

rows, but thereafter a fairly regular grid of terrace houses was constructed to the south of the 

line of Tyne Street and its eastern continuation Curlew Road, as depicted on the various 

editions of the Ordnance Survey 2nd edition map from the 1890s. This mapping indicates that 

the West Quay was relatively little developed at this date, although some quayside structures 

are depicted, the largest being annotated ‘Jarrow Forge and Engineering Works’, this to the 

east of the line of the South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel. To the east was the Mercantile Dry Dock, 

established in 1889, comprising two adjacent graving docks constructed at right angles to the 

Tyne, these having been excavated out of the ballast hills north of Curlew Road. 

2.5.10 Jarrow saw substantial change following the closure of Palmer’s shipyard in 1932. The yard 

was largely cleared prior to the Second World War. Extensive demolition and rebuilding took 

place in the town in the 1960s and 1970s, much necessary due to bomb damage. By the early 

1990s, very little remained of Jarrow’s 19th century housing. 
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3. PROJECT AIMS AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

3.1 Project Aims 

3.1.1 The project was threat-led since construction of the New Tyne Crossing had potential to 

destroy important archaeological remains. Accordingly, the aforementioned planning condition 

was put in place to ensure the adequate recording, protection and potential preservation of any 

such remains. The Specification for the archaeological watching brief stipulated that 

observation of specific elements of construction work should at least allow overall depths of 

‘made ground’ from 19th century and later reclamation of the river margins to be recorded, 

thereby establishing the depth of the natural sub-stratum or early alluvial material and thus 

possibly informing knowledge of former river bank profiles.  

3.1.2 These broad project aims were to be achieved through a programme of archaeological 

observation of construction groundworks, specifically excavation into existing ground surfaces. 

The specific works to be monitored were: 

 groundworks for the transition shaft structure on each side of the river; 

 groundworks for the cut-and-cover sections of the tunnel on each side of the river, with 

a 100m section closest to the river being monitored, on each side, in the first instance; 

 groundworks for a stretch of the cut-and-cover section of the tunnel to the south of 

Ormonde Street, Jarrow (in the vicinity of 2007 evaluation trench ET205) where there 

was considered to be potential for archaeological remains related to Jarrow Colliery. 

3.1.3 Additional aims of the project were:  

 to compile a series of reports describing the results of, and working methods employed 

during, each element of the programme of archaeological monitoring; 

 to compile an overall Site Archive consisting of all site and project documentary and 

photographic records, to be deposited in an appropriate collecting museum. 

3.1.4 This report details the results and working methods of the watching brief undertaken along a 

100m length of the South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel, between the South Transition Shaft and the 

line of Tyne Street, Jarrow, South Tyneside. 

3.2 Research Objectives 

3.2.1 The overall recording project has the potential to make a significant contribution to 

archaeological knowledge of the area. Shared Visions: The North-East Regional Research 

Framework for the Historic Environment (NERRF)6 highlights the importance of research as a 

vital element of development-led archaeological work and sets out key research priorities for all 

periods of the past so that all elements of commercial archaeological work can be related to 

wider regional and national priorities for the study of archaeology and the historic environment. 

                                                 
6 Petts and Gerrard 2006. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Fieldwork 

4.1.1 The fieldwork was undertaken in accordance with the aforementioned Specification prepared 

by the Tyne and Wear Specialist Conservation Team and guidelines set out in the Institute for 

Archaeologists’ document, ‘Standard and guidance for archaeological watching brief’.7  

4.1.2 Archaeological monitoring was undertaken along a 100m length of the South Cut-and-Cover 

Tunnel between the South Transition Shaft and the line of Tyne Street, Jarrow, South Tyneside 

intermittently between 8 July and 24 August 2009. The New Tyne Crossing route chainage 

marker system (e.g. CH 900m, etc.) was employed as the general basis for locating operations 

within the cut-and-cover works.8 The portion of the South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel subject to 

archaeological monitoring herein described, ran between CH 1330m (at the South Transition 

Shaft) and CH 1430m (the line of Tyne Street). 

4.1.3 The general method of construction for the cut-and-cover tunnels has been described above. 

No archaeological monitoring took place during construction of the parallel, continuous, 

concrete diaphragm walls for the South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel. However, with the diaphragm 

walls in place, phased excavation of the area between the walls was monitored. In general, 

360o tracked excavators of varying size, sited at the highest level of excavation for each phase, 

removed c. 3.0m of material at a time (Figures 3 and 4). After each phase of excavation, 

temporary props were placed between the walls for support, as described (Figures 3 and 5). 

4.1.4 During the watching brief herein described, hand cleaning of exposures was largely impossible 

due to the methodology employed for the cut-and-cover excavations, as described. While 

archaeological deposits and structures observed remotely were recorded on the PCA pro 

forma ‘Context Recording Sheet’, it is acknowledged that detailed context definition was 

generally impossible. A photographic record of the work was compiled.  

4.2 Post-Fieldwork 

4.2.1 The complete Site Archive, for the overall programme of archaeological work along the route of 

the New Tyne Crossing, will be packaged for long-term curation. The portion of the Site Archive 

relating to the South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel comprises written, drawn and photographic records 

(including all material generated electronically during post-excavation).  

4.2.2 No material was recovered during this portion of the watching brief relating to the South Cut-

and-Cover Tunnel that required specialist stabilisation or an assessment of potential for 

conservation research. In preparing the complete Site Archive for deposition, all relevant 

standards and guidelines documents referenced in the Archaeological Archives Forum 

guidelines document9 will be adhered to, in particular a well-established United Kingdom 

Institute for Conservation (UKIC) document10 and a forthcoming IfA publication.11  

                                                 
7 IfA 2001. 
8 The system began at CH 0m, located on the A19(T) open northern approach to the new tunnel, north of the new toll 
plaza, in East Howdon, the approximate mid point of the River Tyne was at CH 1150m and the route crossed 
beneath line of High Street, Jarrow at CH 1925m. 
9 Brown 2007. 
10 Walker 1990. 
11 IfA forthcoming. 
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4.2.3 At the time of deposition of the complete Site Archive, the requirements of the receiving body, 

in this case the Tyne and Wear Museum Archive, Arbeia, South Shields, will be met in full. 
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5. ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESULTS 

In this instance, individual unique ‘context’ numbers - indicated in the following text as, for example [1001] - 

have been assigned to stratigraphic deposits - as far as these could be ascertained without detailed 

cleaning. The archaeological sequence is described as a series of broad phases, although the phases 

have not been numbered. Interpretation has been added to the data, where possible, and the phases have 

been correlated with recognised historical and geological periods, again where possible. 

5.1 Natural Sub-stratum: Boulder Clay  

5.1.1 Between CH 1360m and 1410m along the route of the South Cut–and-Cover Tunnel, a layer, 

[1005], of mid pinkish brown clay was observed at a depth (as far as could be determined given 

the conditions under which the work was undertaken) of c. 8-9m below the modern ground 

surface. This material – evidently natural Boulder Clay - is likely to represent the mantle of 

glacial debris that overlies the solid geology of the river valley between Newcastle and the 

mouth of the Tyne. 

5.2 Alluvium: River Silt 

5.2.1 Between CH 1360m and 1410m, a layer of soft black silt, [1004], was observed overlying the 

Boulder Clay in places. Up to at least 0.50m thick, this material is interpreted as alluvium that 

accumulated within the river channel, although the date at which this occurred is uncertain 

(Figure 5). 

5.3 19th Century?: Ballast 

5.3.1 Between CH 1360m and 1410m, a layered deposit, [1003], was recorded overlying river silt 

[1004]. It generally comprised successive layers of loose sand and gravel, varying in colour 

from light yellowish brown to mid orange brown. Occasional small marine shells and occasional 

fragments of clay tobacco pipe were noted within the overall deposit. It had an average 

thickness of c. 5-6m and extended down to c. 7-8m below ground level. This material has been 

interpreted as dumped ballast, probably the result of successive phases of land reclamation 

spanning over many years, even decades, possibly during the early 19th century (Figure 5). 

5.4 Modern: ‘Made Ground’ 

5.4.1 Two distinct layers of ‘made ground’ were recorded throughout the monitored area. Overlying 

the gravel ballast was a layer, [1002], comprising loose, dark brown sandy silt with inclusions of 

various modern materials including plastic and brick. It had an average thickness of c. 1.25m 

and was generally observed at a depth of c. 1-2m below ground level. However, this deposit 

varied in extent and became more mixed north of CH 1370, towards the South Transition Shaft 

(Figure 4). 

5.4.2 The uppermost layer throughout the monitored area consisted of firm, mid orange brown silty 

sandy clay, [1001], heavily mixed in places and with frequent lenses of darker material. It was 

c. 1-2m thick, with the thickness – and degree of mixing - generally increasing to the north. 

5.4.3 These ‘made ground’ deposits are likely to derive from landscaping of the area when the 

riverside park was created in the 1980s. 



 

Figure 5. Machine excavation of ballast and underlying alluvium in the South Cut-and-Cover 
                Tunnel at CH 1430, July 2009, looking north. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

6.1.1 The watching brief undertaken during the excavation of the South Cut-and-Cover Tunnel for 

the New Tyne Crossing between the South Transition Shaft and the line of Tyne Street allowed 

remote recording of geological, alluvial and archaeological deposits. 

6.1.2 The earliest deposit recorded was evidently natural Boulder Clay, seen at c. 8-9m below 

existing ground level. A layer of alluvial material was noted overlying the natural clay, 

representing the former extent of the river prior to canalisation. This was overlain by a 

substantial thickness, up to 6m, of gravel ballast probably derived from 18th or 19th century 

infilling of the river channel and reclamation of the Jarrow foreshore to create the West Quay 

as depicted on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map. The uppermost deposits recorded were 

of modern origin and likely derive from landscaping of the riverside park in the 1980s. 

6.2 Recommendations 

6.2.1 No further work is required on the information recovered during this element of the overall 

programme of watching brief, with the relevant portion of the Site Archive, including a copy of 

this report, comprising the permanent record of the work undertaken. 
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